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A problem of the bipolar space charge transport between the anode and the cathode is
presented. The space charge is formed by free electrons and holes as well as by trapped
electrons. I 1 was found that interactions bctwecn carriera can be described by tne n ( p )
relationships. Also, it was found that there exist the conditions in whxh the metal-solid lnetal
i blockingdiode. Ohm. Fowler-Nordhein, Schottky and Child's
system can act as an n p or p
law are obta~ned.
Kqwnrds. Electrical conduclion: Child's law. Mobility; Charge injection: Insulators; Charge

carriers

1. Introduction

Different mathematical methods describing double injection in a solid have been
considered. A problem of the carrier generation has been studied by Dumke [I, 21,
Stmmons [3-51 and by Hindley 161. A small signal theory for semiconductors has
been presented by Heuisch and Manifacier 17-~11JThe carrier flow through a n
insulator has been solved by a regional approximation method 112-161. A problem of
the n ( p ) relationships has been considered by Schwob [17, 181. In this concept, the
transition region between the anode and cathode regions has been distinguished.
Using quasineutrality assumption, the different relations n(pl between positive and
negative charge carrier concentrations have been obtained. In general, with this
assumption a set of the solutions is very limited [19-271. Moreover. in the case of
strong asymmetric double injection, quasineutrality assumption cannot be made
[28-301. In this work we will present our theoretical analysis describing the space
charge transport between the two electrodes. The purpose of this work is to find new
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relationships ~ ( pand
)
conditions.

LO define

the current-voltage characteristics for space charge

2. The basic equations
In our theoretical analysis we make the following assumptions:
(I) The planar capacitor with the anode x = 0 and the cathode x = L will be
used (Fig. 1).
(11) The potential barrier width at the electrodes is small in comparison with the
mean free path and there are no surface states at the metal- bulk interfaces.
(Ill) There exist many structural dcfects (Fig. 2) and the concentration of atoms is
possibly maximal IF-ig. 3).
(IV) There exist the recombination centers and the trapping levels (Fig. 4).
(V) The carrier diffusion is unimportant [3l, 321.
(Vl) The carrier mobilities areindependent of the electric field intensity.
(VII) The bulk acts as an unlimited reservoir of traps.
With these assumptions the basic equations are the continuity equation, the Gauss
equation, the generation-recombination equations and the integral condition. These
equations are as follows:
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where q is the electron charge, c, is the high-frequency permittivity, p. and p, are the
electron and hole mobilities, respectively, E the electric field intensity, x the distance
from the electrode. r the time, p and n are the hole and electron concentrations.
respectively, n,, the trapped electron concentration in the ith trapping level, m the
'=, n,,,, are the equilihrium concentrations
number of the trapping levels. p, = no
of carriers, v.,, fl and c.; are the generation-recombination parameters, N , i the
concentration or traps in the ith trapping level, V the applied voltage and L the
distance between the electrodes.

+

F.g.I. The planar capacitor system. J is the total current dennty; q. is the space charge density. I, anadc;
2, cathode. 3, solid (semiconductor, insulator).

Fig. 2. The structural defects in the bulk. (a) The perlect crystalline lattice formed by the A sod B atoms.
(b) Some A atoms arc replaced by the B atoms. (4 Pollutants and impurities arc interpreted by the
C alorns. (dl Some B atoms are replaced by the C atoms and some B atoms arc displaced. The arrows
mdicate the Frenkl defects.

For such space charge problem we will find the relationships n ( p ) and we will define
new space charge density distribution for the analytical form of the current-voltage
characteristics.
3. The solution of the problem

In this part we shall show that a function n ( p ) is valid for the steady and transient
state of the current flow. First. lo this end, let us investigate the steady state.

Flg. 3. The possible maximal concentration of atoms in space. The atoms arc interpreted by the sphcres
with ihe same radius: (a) the rcgulsr systcm with coordinate number IZ; (hl the regular systcm w,ith
coordinate numher 8: (c) the heragoral system with coordinate number 12.

Fig. 4. 'The energy diagram and allowed eleclion trdnsitmns. W dcnorea thc told energy 01 an electron:
W,. W,and W, w e the trapping levels, W , LS the valcncc 1cvel.i t )and ( - I dcnote the anode and calhode.
respectively. I and 2. holr elcctrrrn recornbmdon wllh lhe rate pnp: 3, 4 and 5, hale electron pair
generalion with rate Fopo;6, r,nN,;; 7, v.,n,,: 8. p.nE: 9, p,pE.

3.1. The sten+ stole

From (1)-(4) it follows that the equations describing the stationary stale have the
following form:

where J is the electric current density. Next, by combining (la)-(4a), we obtain the
following differential equation:

Eq. (6)is easily solved when the carrier mobilities satisfy the condition p.
this assumption. we shall make use of the following substitutions:

= Bp,.

With

By combining (6) and (71, we obtain the Bernoulli-type differential equation

It is well-known that the Bernoulli differential equation always leads to the linear
d~ferentialequation. In our case. using the substitution [33]

we get the following linear equation:

for which the general integral has the form

where C i s a constant of integration. In the case when
be replaced by

=

I, the above solution must

Now, we shall show that a function n(p) exists. From (la)--(2a)and (8a) it follows that
the carrier concentration product can be expressed by

Hence, on the basis of (10) and (11) we obtain the following two relationships:
n(x)p(x) = n(O)p(O)= constant for no = pa = 0

(13)

as well as

w o = constant. and C = 0.
n(x)p(w) = x--x-1

(14)

The relationship (13) is written for the perfect insulator. In this case the product np
depends on the boundary conditions. The relationship (14) is independent of the
boundary conditions. In the particular case when 1%
1 the solution (14) leads to the
law of mass action n(w)p(x) = nopo.It is worth noting that this law is also determined
by the Fermi-Dirac (or Boltzmann) distribution function which is written at the
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Since the function (14) is independent of
carrier injection from the electrodes into the bulk, therefore Eqs. (1)-(31 and (14) can
define the new model of electric conduction. We may suppose that this is possible
when these equations determine the stable state. In what follows, we shall investigate
the stability of (la)-(3a) and (14).
3.2. The transienl state
In order to define the problem of the stability we must take inlo account the
equations describing the transient state of the current flow. To this end, we shall use
the dimensionless variables system

Therefore, the transient state is described by the following equations:

m

aE*
-ax*

Q,Q2

QI
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1 Qni = 0i=1

+ 1 = 0,

with the voltage condition

1;

E* dx* = V*,

where E*, Q,, Q, and QZtidepend on the distance x* and the time I*. Next, let us
define the equations of the steady state for the model (16)-(19). These equations have
the form
d
dx*

-{[Q:lx*)

dE:(x*)
dx*

--

- OQ:(x*)]E~(+*)i

Q:(x*) - OQ:(X*)

=

a,

= 0,

Q:(x*)Q:(x*)

(21)

+ 1 = a,

with the integral condition

1;

Ez(x*) dx*

=

V*.

Eqs. (21) and (22) correspond to (la)-(3a) and (14). From (21)-(23) we obtain three
solutions. These solutions are as follows:
(a) The first solution is the uniform electric field E:,
for 0 < x * < 1.
(b) The second and third solutions are the monotonic functions E r and Q:,

for 0 < x* < 1 where 3' is the constant which depends on the current density J in the
form

Let us now introduce the small parameter E = E(x*,t * ) into the function Q:(x*) =
-f'(xb) in order to obtain the functions Q , = Q,(xe, t*), Q , = Q,(:*, t*) and
Qati= Q I I i ( x *I*)
, in the form

Next, we must introduce the assumptions defining the s-function space. These assumptions are as follows:
(i) all the functions e = ~ ( x *t *, ) are infinitesimal in the region 0 < x* < l and
t* > 0 ,
(ii) all the derivatives of the functions E = ~ ( x *t *, ) are continuous and limited in
the region 0 < x* < 1 and r* 2 0,
(iii) in the c-function space there exist the uniform convergent sequences
~ ~ ( ~ = 1 ,...
, 2 ),, 3
(iv) the boundary values of e(0, t * ) are equal to zero fort* > t:, where tg is a finite
number. Thus, in this space the distance p ( & , . 6 , ) between two arbitrary points E , and
can be determined by

In such &-functionspace we can define the so-called orbital stability. Generally, the
stability problem can be solved by the variational method (the first approximation
method). The main idea of the first approximation method is to find the difference
between the left-hand side of (16)-(19) and (21),(22) in the form

where F(s) is the left-hand side of (16)-(19), F ( &= 0 ) the left-hand side of (21), (22),
SF(&)the main linear part of AF. S2F(&)the nonlinear part of AF. Now, let us define
the variation 6E*. This functional is of the form

x: E (0.1).

We shall assume that the variation SE* is arbitrary small, that is SE* = 0. This
condition denotes that the perturbation of the electric field intensity is infinitesimal.
The stability of the system can be determined by the following implication:
if SF(&)= 0 and 6E*

=0

then lim ~ ( x *t *, ) = 0 and lim p l ~ =
) 0
t.+m

r-0

for 0 < x* < I, where p(e) = p(8,O). Let us illustrate this problem for (24) and (251.
First, we shall investigate the stability of (24). In this case we must assume that
,f= - Q!. Hence, on the basis of (24) and (16)-(19) we ascertain that the condition
6F(rl = O has the form

ZL

?E*

()-+Qy-=O
iit*
?x*

and

c:E*

HE:

?x*

therefore,

L:E

-

St*

+ 2Qyc = 0.

Hence. the small parameter

E

is of the form

Now, we can define the functions ~ ( x *0), for which the condition 6E*
As an example, let us take into account the following function:
c(x*, 01 =

px*j

"I x*""'")
for x*€(xO':l)

= 0 is

satisfied.

(x,* -+ O+),

where E , is the arbitrary differentiable function. In particular case when c , is of the
where $ is the arbitrary differenform E , = $ ( x * . v)sin(vx*)o r & ,-- $ ( x * , V)COS(YX*),
tiable and infinitesimal function as v + 30, then we have 6E' = 0 for all values of
xg E (0;1). This property follows from one of the Dirichlet theorems. We can easily
verily that the variations d2E*(~)/p(8)
and p(c) are arbitrary small as E
0. Thus, the
solution (24) is stable. Now, let us investigate the stability of the system for (25). We
must notice that the solution (25)defines the positive o r negative space charge density.
As an example, let us consider the function j'(x*)descrihing the negative space charge
density, that is f(x*) > I and dfidx* > O for x ' ~ ( 0 ; 1). To this end, we shall
introduce the new symbols

-

With these symbols, the operator F ( E )is defined by

Thus, taking into account the condition dE* = 0, we can write the condition
bF(8) = 0 in the following form:

as

uo.t*

a(b~:&)
+ ---+ ayc = 0
iix*

Nexr, using the substitution 9 = InlebE: and the theory of characteristics, we can
write the following ordinary equations:
dx* = -hE:
dt*
u

d9
and - = - g.
dt*

Hence,
tb =

q(x*) - q(x*(t* = 0)) and

9=-

5'

g[x*(s)]ds - G,(x*(t* = 0));

therefore,
E ( x * , t*) =

1
b(x*)E: (x*)

G[q(x*) - t*]

-

where

and GI is an arbitrary differentiable function defining the initial values of the function
9, and q ' is the inverse function. If the condition 6E* = 0 is to be satisfied, we must
assume that the values of GI are infinite large. Let us notice that the functions E:(x*),
~ ( x * and
) g(x*) are limited. Since

and ~ ( 0t*)
, = 0 for t* b tg, therefore the function ~ ( x *t *, ) is equal to zero for
t* b t i max,. Iq(x*)l and for x* E (0; 1). Analogously. proceeding for the function
f(x*) < 1, we ascertain that the steady state of (16)-(19) is stable.
Using the boundary condition ~ ( 1t,* ) , we also ascertain that the system is stable.
Now, let us define the physical aspect of (27a) and (28a). First, let us notice that the
solution (28a) describes the propagation of the perturbation between the electrodes. In
general, the boundary functions ~ ( 0t,* ) and e(1, t*) describe the mechanisms of carrier
injection from the electrodes into the bulk. As an example, let us take into account the

+

incident light or electrons

Fig. 5. The aptic-field technique realizing the propagation of the spa= charge perturbatcon r:(x',r*)

between the two elcctroda.

Fig. 6. Electron transition through a potential barrier: (a) ohmic-ficld emission; (h) ficld cmisrion;

(c) therrmoic-field emission; (dl themionic ernisson.

boundary function ~(0,
t*) describing the mechanism of hole injection from the anode
into the bulk (electron emission from the bulk into the anode]. Using the optic-field
technique [34-381 (Fig. 3, it was found that the space charge can be induced in the
bulk at the bulkmetal contact. This phenomenon can be explained by the mechanisms describing the carrier flow through a potential barrier [39-401. These mechanisms are as follows:
(a) quantum-mechanical tunnelling through the barrier from the edge of the
depletion region (the field-emission current (Figs. ( 6 4 and (b)),
(b) quantum-mechanical tunnelling through a part of the barrier (the thermionicfield emission current (Fig. qc)),
(c) the electron emission from the bulk over the top of the barrier (the thermionicemission current (Fig. 6(d)),
(d) recombination in the depletion region (Fig. 7).

anode

electron

bulk
0

o hole
d

x

Rg. 7. The recornbinalion current flow through a polenlial bnrticr Tlx barrm uidlh is denoted by d.

I
Fig. 8.

electron

o hole

Ioniration of atoms in the bulk at the anode: I, the anode. 2, the bulk: 3. the microscopic structure.

In general, the bulk~contactsurface is not homogeneous. On this basis. we can
suppose that the bulk+ontact surface acts as the system of the points. In the bulk at
the contact x = 0 the valence electrons can be pulled away from the normal atoms and
accumulated in the points (Fig. 8). Next. these electrons can pass from the points into
the anode. Similarly, proceeding for the contact x = L, we ascertain that the boundary
, in
functions~(0,I*) and &(I,t*) exist and the propagation of the perturbation ~ ( x *I*)
the form (27a) and (28a) is practically made.

Now, we can define the importance of (13) and 114) for the current-voltage
characteristics.
3.3. The current-rollage churacteristicx

It is worth noting that the solution (24)defines Ohm's law J * = (Qy - BQy)V *. The
similar result can follow from (25). In this case, the function E$(x*) has the form

where C is a constant of integration. Next, using the houndary condition
J* = 2QyE:(x* = 0) for (29). we obtain the following current-voltage dependence:

In the particular case when J'x-48, then J*
conductivity parameter a is

= 20L1'V *,

that is J = oV/L. where the

In the special case when p 1 , that is c,P>>2qfiPOthe conductivity parameter
a becomes the ohmic conductivity a , = 2q(fi,&nnpn)"2. The other interesting result
follows from (la)-(4a) and (13). I n this case, the electric field inlensity distribution
satisfies the equation

therefore

where A and B are constants of integration. Making use of the boundary condition
dE/dxl,,, = 0, we obtain the current-voltage dependence J = J ( V ) in the following
parametric form:

and J =f,[E(O)], wherefn[E(0)] is the boundary function describing the mechanism
of carrier injection from the electrode x = 0 into the bulk. Moreover, with the
boundary condition dE/dnI,=~= 0, we have

Let us consider some special cases of ,f,.The boundary function is quadratic
J = aoE2(0),where a. is the boundary parameter. In this case we have J 3c V '. In the
particular case when a, = &,p/L we get Child's law in the form

and E(L) = 0. From (31) we can obtain the other functions J

= J(V), namely

wherejb- ' is the inverse function. For instance, if& is the Fowler-Nordheim function
in the form f, = a,Ei e x p ( bo/Eo), where a, and bo are the boundary parameters
and En = E(O), then we have
a, V
L2

J = ---- exp(-

C

boL/V) for aoc<-.
L

d

(32a)

Iff, is linear, that is& = v, E(O), where u, is the boundary parameter, then we obtain
Ohm's law J = u,V/L for V>>o0L2/c,p or J>>uiL/ernp.Analogously, proceeding for
the Schottky function& = J,exp(b,Ey2), where Jo and b, are the boundary parameters, we ascertain that there exist the finite numbers V, and V 2 , such that
J = J, e ~ p [ b ~ ( V / L ) " ~for
] V E ( V I . V2)

Wb?

and C , ~ L - ~ > >
(comparison
J~
of values).

4. Discussion

A problem of the n ( p ) relationships has been presented by Schu'ob [17.18]. The
fundamental assumption of this method is the condition &,dE/dx zz 0 for x E (0, L).
Using the boundary conditions E(0) = E(L) = 0 and p, = p. = p. Schwoh determined the different functions n(p) and interpreted them in the n-p plane. In this plane,
he distinguished four regions which correspond to the configurations p i - n , n-i-p,
n-i-n. pi-p. In general, let us notice that the fundamental assumption of this method
with the boundary conditions E(0) = E(L) = 0 are not mathematically clear when the
potential barrier width at the electrodes is much smaller than the distance L. In this
case, the voltage condition ( 5 4 and quasineutrality assumption must lead to the
function E(x) = V/L. Also. from (1)-(5) it follows that the fundamental problem ofthe
current flow between the anode and cathode is to determine the space charge density
distribution. In order to compare our methodology with the regional approximation
method presented by [12-181. let us return to (7). (84 and (10). From these equations
it follows that there exists a function E ( x ) described by

Fig. 9. The poss~blcspacc charge distribution betwcen the anode and cathode, (a) Thc planar capacitor
system acts ns an n-p blocking diode u ~ l hthe current-voltage dependence (33ac). (b) The planar capacitor
system acts as a p-n blocking diode u,ith the current-voltage characteristic (33ba).

In the case when

z 0, that is, the generation processes are dominant. we have

where C1 and C2 are constants of integration. Thus, the current voltage dependence
is determined by (5a) and by the boundary functions J =,fo[E(0)] and J = j;.[E(L)]
describing the mechanisms of carrier injection from the electrodes x = 0 and x = L
into the bulk [41]. In this case, it is possible for the boundary functions to be identical:
fo[E(0)] r f,[E(L)]. that is E(0) = E(L) and C, = - aL. Under these conditions, the
space charge density q. = s,dE/dx is of the form
q,, = E

- ~ ( X-

L/Z)/E, E > 0.

(33ab)

Thus, a negative space charge is distributed in the region x E <0; LIZ) and a positive
space charge occurs in the region s E (L/2; L). Therefore, the metalsolid (insulator or
semiconductor~metalsystem acts as an n-p junction (Fig. 9(a)). In this case the
current-voltage characteristic has the following parametric form:

and J

=f,[E(L)].

Flg. 10. The shape of (33ac)i n the case of the quadratic boundary function J
and J o =I,(ZV,,L). This characteristic is typical for the Sic structure.

-

E 2 ( L ) .V , is V , = fruiL2

The shape of the J ( V ) curve (33ac) with the quadratic boundary function
J = u,E2(L) where u, is the boundary parameter, is shown in Fig. 10. Another
interesting result follows from (33) for % = 2.
Assuming that E(0)= E(L) = 0 and the recombination processes are dominanl, we
can show that (33) leads to

for which the current-voltage characteristic is also Child's law

From (33b) it follows that the system acts as a p-n junction (Fig. 9(bl).Thus. from our
considerations it follows that the space charge regions are determined by the internal
processes and by the mechanisms describmg carrier injection from the electrodes into
the bulk.
In the regional approximation method the space charge regions have been assumed.
This is the fundamental difference between our methodology and that theory.

5. Conclusions

From our considerations it follows Eqs. (la)-(4a) can result in the relationships
between n, p and E in the formj,,(n,p, E, no, po, C ) = 0, that is

where C is a constant of integration. An interesting case of the generation-recombinalion processes occurs whcn the (1)-(5) clcctron passages are very quick (Fig. 4).

For such allowed electron transitions we can suppose that the interactions between
carriers are independent of the external electric field. Formally, this property can be
characterized by the particular integral of(10).that is. Cis equal to zero. For example,
this is acceptable at the room temperaturc T = 300 K when thc cncrgy separations in
the band gap are < 0.1 eV [41]. In this case the functionf., defines the relationship
n(p) in the form n(.x)plx) = p o p o / ( % - I). This relationship corresponds to the three
stable states of the current flow through the bulk. These states are described by the
uniform electric field and by the increasing or descreasing electric field intensity
distribution E ( x ) . Generally, for the monotonic function E(.YI the current-voltage
characteristic J = J ( V ) is nonlinear. In particular, this characteristic becomes linear
J = a V / L , where u depends on the ohmic conductivity u, in the form (29b). For the
perfect insulator, that is no = po = 0, the functionf., is equivalent to (13). With the
boundary condition p(0) = n(O), the currcnt-voltagc dependence becomes Child,
Flower-Nordheim and Schottky's law in the form (32a). (32b). In general, under
conditions of the generation-recombination processes (Fig. 4) the electric field intensity distribution is described by (33).From this equation it follows that the system can
act as an n-p blocking diode when the generation processes are dominant. Also. from
(33) it follows that the system can act as a p-n blocking diode when the recombination
processes are dominant. The above results can explain the experiment characteristics
J ( V ) for the insulator and semiconductor materials such as A1,0,, anthracene, ZnS,
Sic, CdS. TiOl, GaAs, Ge and Si.
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